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My invention relates to a foldable support and 
more particularly to a foldable headrest. 
On excursions or trips people very often desire 

to relax for a while in a lying position. Most 
people prefer to rest with their head in a Sone 
what raised position, but it is inconvenient to 
take along bulky pillows, which require ample 
space in a bag. 
One object of my invention is to provide a 

foldable headrest, which is entirely flat in Col 
lapsed position, so that it may be easily taken 
along in a bag or even in a clothing pocket. 
Another object of my invention is to provide 

a foldable headrest consisting of a minimum of 
elements, which may be easily manufactured at 
comparatively low costs. 
In order to carry out my invention into prac 

tice, provide a foldable headrest comprising two 
polygonal frames, meafis pivotally connecting 
said frames with each other at an intermediate 
point thereof, said frames being adapted to be 
entirely internested in each other in a straight 
plane, and a strip of flexible material, said strip 
connecting the upper ends of said frames with 
each other. If the headrest is to be used at the 
beach, preferably a second strip of flexible ma 
terial is provided, which connects the lower ends 
of said frames and prevents an undesired sink 
ing into the sand. In a preferred embodiment 
of the headrest, the frames are of Substantially 8 
shape, so that only a single pivotal connection 
at the restricted portion of said 8-form becomes 
necessary. Each of the frames may have flat 
tened upper and lower ends and may be formed 
of a flat metal band. 
The above mentioned objects and advantages 

as well as other objects and advantages will be 
more fully disclosed in the following specifica 
tion reference being had to the accompanying 
drawing forming part of this specification, in 
Which: 

Fig. 1 is a front elevational view of the foldable 
headrest in collapsed position, 

Fig. 2 is a side elevational view of the foldable 
headrest in collapsed position, and 

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the foldable head 
rest in Sened position. 

Referring now to the drawing, 0 indicates an 
o:ter frame and indicates an inner frame of 
the heairest. Both frames are of substantially 
8-shape with flattened upper ends 2, 3 and 
ilattened lower ends 3, 5 respectively. The 
frames are provided with registering holes 6 
at their intermediate restricted portion, through 
which a pivotal means, such as a rivet 7, a screw 

(C. 5-33) 
or the like, passes to provide a pivotal connection 
between said frames. The upper ends 2 and 3 
of the frames O and are connected with each 
other by a flexible strip 8 of fabric or any other 
suitable material, the ends of which being at 
tached to said ends of the frames by clamping 
means or in any other suitable manner. For ex 
ample, the end of the fabric may surround the 
end of the frame in form of a loop and may be 
secured to the main portion of the fabric by 
means of a seam. Likewise, the lower ends 4 
and 5 of the frames O and are connected 
with each other by a second strip 9. This sec 
ond strip 9 could be omitted, if desired, but 
I prefer to arrange the strip, as it serves to 
strengthen the construction, if the headrest is 
in open position as shown in Fig. 3, and to pre 
vent an undesired sinking into loose sand, if the 
headrest is used on the beach. 
In the embodiment shown in the drawing, each 

of the frames is formed of a flat metal band, 
the free ends of which loosely Overlapping each 
other at the intermediate restricted portion of 
the frames and being clamped together by the 
pivotal connecting means 7. If desired, how 
ever, the free ends of the metal band could be 
welded to each other. 
As clearly shown in Fig. 1, the inner frame 

has a form similar to the Outer frame 0, but its 
measurements are somewhat smaller than that 
of the outer frame, so that said two frames O and 

may be entirely internested in each other in 
collapsed position of the headrest. Therefore, 
the headrest is absolutely flat in collapsed posi 
tion, as shown in Fig. 2, and has a thickness a 
equal to the width of the metal band forming 
the frame, so that the headrest may be easily 
taken along in a bag or a clothing pocket. If 
the headrest is to be used, the frames 10 and 
are moved relatively to each other about the pivot 
7 and are brought into the position shown in Fig. 

3, which is determined by the length d of the 
strips 8 and 9. Then the user may conveniently 
rest his head on the flexible upper strip 8. 
In a preferred embodiment of my invention, 

I make the length b of the headrest equal to 
about 8', the width. C equal to about 44', the 
thickness a equal to about 4' and the length d. 
of the strips equal to about 6', but I do not wish 
to be limited to said measurements. 

I have described a preferred embodiment of 
my invention, but it is clear that numerous 
changes and omissions may be made without de 
parting from the spirit of my invention. For 
example, the frames could be of another polyg 
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onal form than of 8-shape, or the upper end of the 
frames may not be flattened, or the lower part of 
the frames as not be closed. Furthermore, I 
could use the foldable support for any other pur 
poses than for a headrest only. 
What claim is: 
1. A foldable headrest or the like comprising 

two frames of substantially -shape, each of said 
frames having flattened upper and lower ends 
and being formed of a flat metal band, the free 
ends of said metal band overlapping each other 

5 

at one side of the intermediate restricted portion 
of the 8-form, all the adjacent parts and the 
overlapping parts of said frames being provided 
with registering openings at the intermediate re 
stricted portions, a common pivot pin passing 
through said openings and holding the Over 
lapped parts together, said frames being adapted 
to be entirely internested in each other in a plane, 

20 and a strip of flexible material, said strip con 
. 
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Eng the upper ends of said frames with each 

other. 
2. A foldable headrest or the like comprising 

two frames of Substantially 8-shape, each of said 
frames having flattened upper and lower ends 
and being formed of a flat metal band, the free 
ends of said metal band overlapping each other 
at one side of the intermediate restricted portion 
of the 8-form, all the adjacent parts and the 
Overlapping parts of said frames being provided 
With registering Openings at the intermediate re 
stricted portions, a common pivot pin passing 
through Said openings and holding the over 
lapped parts together, said frames being adapted 
to be entirely internested in each other in a 
plane, and two strips of flexible material, one of 
said strips connecting the upper ends of said 
frames with each other, the other one connect 
ing the lower ends of said frames with each other. 
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